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NAVY CASE 77647 

STATISTICAL INFERENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 

SOURCES BASED ON A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE 

OF SOURCE AND RECEIVER PARAMETERS 

DESCRIPTION 

5 BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Field of the Invention 

The present invention generally relates to inferring the sources of interference among 

multiple emitter and receiver platforms (e.g., multiple radar systems) in which certain parameters 

of the emitters and receivers are known a priori (e.g., deduced or presumed). 

10 Description of the Related Art 

Generally, a radar unit will include an emitter which transmits a signal having a specific 

frequency. The signal is reflected from objects (e.g., backscattering) to a receiver of the radar unit. 

The radar units also include a signal processing pathway which processes only the frequency 

transmitted by the emitter. 

15 However, a problem arises with conventional systems. When two or more radar systems are 

physically close to one other and are operating at the same frequency, they may interfere with one 

other. For example, a mobile unit, such as a ship, may have several radars which could, because of 

their proximity, create difficulties in properly determining the nature of signals which they receive. 

Such phenomena often arise when two emitters from two different radar devices transmit signals of 

20 the same or similar frequency. In such a situation, each signal processing pathway might receive the 

signal transmitted by the other radar unit and misinterpret the received signal as backscattering. 

Similarly, each of the signal processing pathways could receive a combination of direct signal 
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transmission from an adjacent emitter and backscattering, which may or may not be in phase with 

each other, resulting in an incorrect or unclear reception pattern. 

In order to overcome such problems, conventional radar units can be combined into a larger 

radar system. Such a radar system would control each of the individual radar units to avoid having 

5 closely spaced radar units operating at the same frequency. For example, such a system would 

receive information regarding the position of all radar units within the given radar system and, if two 

radar units were within a predetermined distance from one another, the system would change the 

operating frequency of one or both radar units. 

While such a conventional radar system avoids direct interference, there is still interference 

10 among radar units which are not as closely spaced and among radar units which are operating at 

different, but relatively close, frequencies. 

Also, there may be enemy traffic in the vicinity attempting to defeat transmission of 

information by purposely introducing noise into the signals of interest. Such jamming effects are 

especially troublesome, and statistical methods are needed to ascertain the sources of such 

15 intentional noise in addition to the sources unintentionally introducing spurious information. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to provide a structure and method for 

statistically inferring the sources of electromagnetic interference of a radar unit, assuming certain 

parameters of the sources and receivers of other radar units. The statistical information is derived 

20 from a separate signal processing pathway which has a wider frequency bandwidth than that 

normally used by the radar unit for a reflected image. 

The invention includes a transceiver system comprising transceivers and a controller in 

communication with the transceivers. Each of the transceivers comprises an emitter, a receiver 

operatively connected to the emitter, a primary data path operatively connected to the receiver, a 

25 secondary data path operatively connected to the receiver, a statistical unit operatively connected to 
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the secondary data path and the controller, and a display device operatively connected to the 

primary data path. 

The controller determines relative positions of the transceivers, and the statistical unit infers 

characteristics of the transceivers, forms a composite received signal model for all of the 

5 transceivers based on the relative positions and the characteristics, computes an electromagnetic 

interference likelihood value for a given transceiver of the transceivers and identifies whether the 

transceiver is a source of electromagnetic interference by determining whether the electromagnetic 

interference likelihood value of the transceiver exceeds a threshold value. 

The statistical unit statistically analyzes the characteristics.. The statistical unit predicts a 

10 pointing direction of the emitter of each of the transceivers and predicts rotation rates of the emitter 

of each of the transceivers. The statistical unit determines the electromagnetic interference 

likelihood value based on periodic updates from the receiver. 

More specifically, in a first aspect, the invention uses tracking theory methods to predict, as 

a function of time, the emitter platform positions and their radar pointing directions and angular 

15 velocities relative to the receiving platform. Radar receiver pointing directions and angular rates as 

functions of time are assumed known, as they are controlled by personnel aboard the receiving ship. 

Then, having obtained estimates of all of these emitter positioning radar directions and radar angular 

rates, the inventive system utilizes an innovative statistical methodology to ascertain the most likely 

sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI). This is done by building a model of the composite 

20 signal from all of the emitters, be they EMI sources or not, and then devising a likelihood ratio test 

for determining EMI sources, subject to a reasonable bound on the false alarm probability. 

Statistical information obtained from the tracking model is used in forming the likelihood ration, and 

once the ration exceeds a threshold value determined by the bound on false alarm rate, the relevant 

emitter is declared to be an EMI source. 

25 The emphasis of the methodology is that of determining the dominant sources of EMI, and 

such dominant sources should be reflected in the fact that once they are eliminated from the 

composite signal formed from all emitter sources, the resulting signal should have the property that 

the tracking estimates correlate well with the receiver video. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

fo"owmg deta ed description of a preferred embodiment of the invention with reference t^ 
drawings, in which: me 

Figure 1 is a block diagram iUus.ra.ing a preferred embodiment of «he invention- 

Figure 2 ,s a perspective illustration shming me ^^ ' 

calculation of the invention; and statistical 

Figures 3a and 3b are a flowchart illustrating a preferred embodiment of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 

EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

Referring now ,„ the drawings, and more particularly to Figure ,,. preferIed embodiment 

^mvention ,s illustrated. More specifically, radar urnts 1-4 (,„,,04) are in communicauon 
with a radar system control unit 105. 

Each of the radar units includes the Mowing components: an emitter . 10, a receiver 11, 

apnin^da.pathn.asecond^datapamln.astausucalunitn.andadisplaydevicens' 
As discussed above, if closely spaced radar units operate a, the same fe,uency, they may 

various distances from one motheI md „ „. _ , ^ ^ ^^   £  J 

given radar unit. ö 

additionttl SPe-iflCall5'• ^ iUUStrated fa Fi8Ure '' ^ radai "'* °f ^ *"-*« ^ - 

113.   me primary signal processing pathway 1.2 filters al, signals otter than those having a 

§3sä 
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the signals &™^=d,o,he monitor 115 m such a way ,„ provided best resolution p„ssible(e.g. 
to eliminate unrelated signals). 

Onthecontrary.theseeondarysignalprocessmgpathwayllSevaloatesabroader bandwidth 
than tha, normally eva.ua.ed by a radar transceiver. In doing so, the secondary signal processing 

pathway gathers information relating to & frequency of the signal transmitted by the emitter 110 

and frequencies above and below that transmitted by the emitter 110. 

The statistical unit 114 performs a statistical analysis of the signals gathered by the 

secondary signal processing pathway 113 and estimates which otter emitters of different radar units 

^dte-^,erference. Thest^^^^ 

10 ^^sticsofmedifferentradarnnitsbasedonstandardizedfeamressharedbymostpreaentday 
radar units. 

For example, the statistical unit 114 incorporates information regarding the pointing 

directions of the other radar emitters and me shapes and sizes of the lobes of the other radar units 

The frequency bandwidth which may be processed by the secondary signal processing 

5        pamway may be broad enough ,„ receive data from all possible radar emitters or may be limited te 
a narrower bandwidth. 

For emitters and receivers, knowing (to some degree of accuracy) the antenna lobe patterns 

the instantaneous pointing directions, the antenna rotation rates and the respective geo-locations of 

all platforms, i, is possible to make educated presumptions of 4= details of a particular platform 
20        containing an electromagnetic interference source. 

For example, in Figure 2, two antennas are illustrated. One antenna 200, located on ship 0 

one's own ship, rotates nominally with an angular rate co and another antenna 201, located on some 

other ship, ship 1, rotates nominally with an angular rate to,. 

As shown in Figure 2, ship 1 is initially separated from ship 0 by a vector r0. In addition 

there are two moving coordinate frames, xy and x,y„ the first coordinate frame xy moving with ship 

0 m such fashion that the y axis lies along the main antenna lobe of ship 0 as time evolves. The 

second coordinate frame moves in like fashion for ship 1. 

«£ 

m 
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Lastiy^a standard, or fiducial, fiame XY is assigned t0 ship „„,„,,. „_    feed 

onentatiom rhe fiduciaI frame XY „^ „ ^ ^ y ^ 

antenna lobe for ship 0. 

One may expand fine position vector abont time 0 into a Maclanrin series, namely, 

•it) = r(0) + r(0)t + «0)— + 
2! 0) 

for any position veetor which varies with an appropriate degree of smoothness. Of conrse in a 

statists sense, Equation (1) conid be considered a reaiization of a random process 

In Ftgnre 2, the piane of tire paper is considered to be that of the ocean snrface and each 

let .„ j„ and k, be standard basis vectors for the rotating coordinate system of ship 1 

Two angles, nameiy, 60(t) and e,(,), should be determined as fitnetions of time ,„ iocate tire 

emttien The angie 6o(,) is the angle between «he main iohe direction for ship 0 and the position 

vector between the two ships, and the iatter is the angie between the main lobe direction for ship 1 

and the position vector between the two ship, From vector anaiysis, i, is known that 

>„*j ' (sine0(r))£ 

ir,*Ji ' (sin6,(0)i (2) 

where ,r is a nnit veetor in the direction r,. From Equation (2) i, follows that 

(',, xf) • k = sin60(/) 

Cr, XJ,) ' k = sinS^r) (3) 

20        XV     ne™,VeCt0rSCmterePreSentedtatemSof*«b^^b-isvect„rsixandjyo^ 
M        XY system. One has, for example, 

i = (oosQt)ix + (sin0/)y7 

j = (smdt)ix + (cosO,)^ , 

(4) 

15 
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where 6t is the angle between the xt and X axes, as shown in Figure 1.  In general, 0t may be 

expanded into a Maclaurin series, namely, 

••    t2      -   t3 

Q = e t + e0 — + e0 — +... 
2! 3! (5) 

When the angular rate is constant, one has the special case 

0, = to. (6) 

When the velocity of ship 1 relative to ship 0 is constant, Equation (1) reduces to 

r(t) = r(0) + vt. (7) 

Given that (6) and (7) are correct, 

lr,  = 

r,        (rx (0) + vx t)ix + (rY (0) + vY t)jY 

lir.ll ^ +2(rx(0)vx + rY(0)vY)t + v¥ 
(8) 

10        the representation in the XY-coordinate frame. If 0/ is the angle between the xlt axis and the X 

direction, 

j,     «/  t2 

e; = 0x + ty + %^ + 
2!     "■ (9) 

When the angular rate to, is constant, Equation (9) reduces to 

0, = 0^ + ay. 
(10) 

15 Furthermore, in view of Equation (10), 

ix = cos (0 x + (öxf)ix + sm(Qx + (x>lt)fY 

jx = -sin(0^ + oilt)ix + cos(0x + tOjO/j, • (H) 
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From Equations (4b) and (6), it can be seen that 

ixxJ = (cos®)k = (cosarf)Är 
and 

jy XJ = (smd)t)k. 

Therefore, Equation (3 a) becomes 

From Equation (1 lb), it follows that 

Thus, Equation (3b) is 

(12a) 

(12b) 

(rx(0)+vxt)cosut + (rY(0)+vYf)smut 
sin0o(O = —       • (13) 

^ +2(rx(0)vx + rY(0)vY)t + v2t2 

ixxjl = cos(8x + ufik 
jYxjx = sin(Qx + ult)k. (14) 

(rJO) + vxt)cos(Qx + ay) + (rr(0) + vYt)sm(dx + ay) 
sinöjCO =  —======  • (15) 

^ +2(rx(0)vx + rY(0)vY)t + v2/2 

Now, based on standard theory given by Toomay, J.C., Radar Principles for the Non- 

Specialist, Lifetime Learning Publications, Belmont, Cal., 1982, pp. 18-21, an ideal gain for an 

antenna with aperture a receiving a pure tone signal with wavelength X is 

■ na 
sin(— sin0o(O) (16) 

G(co,r„0 = 
■ysin80(0 

provided that 10o(t) | ^ rc/2. When 160(t) | >7i/2, let us assume that the gain is given by a reflected 

pattern GR(a),rt,t)=AG(o),rt,t), an attempted version of (16), A<;1 being an attenuation factor. This 

reflected pattern is assumed to be due to diffraction phenomena and is not an artifact of geometrical 
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optics. To determine when Equation (16) is or is not to be used, the magnitude of eo(t) must be 
determined. Therefore cos 0o(t) must be determined. Now 

iri • j = cos0o(O = !^kL^llMlr^ 
rt (17) 

where rt =||rt ||. From Equation (4b), we have 

ix'j = -sinG, = -sincor 
JY " J   =  COS0,   =  COSGtf 

Thus Equation (17) becomes 

cos0o(O = jM)sin0* + ^(QcosMf 

(18) 

rt (19) 

Equations (13) and (19) could be used in order to find the magnitude of0o(t). However it 

issufficienttoknowwhetherornot |0o(t),^/2. If the right side of Equation (19) is nonnegative 

Gisused. If,ontheotherhand,therightSideisnegative,GRisuSed. In the sequel, the subscript' 
R will be dropped. Similarly, the transmitted gain for an antenna with aperture a, is 

7UZ, 
sin(—i sin0 (t)) 

A(rtVx,Qx,t) =  L_ (20) 

r, -^ sin©, (0 

providedthat 10l(t)|^/2, so that the transmitting antenna points toward the receiving ship   Using 
Equations (8) and (1 lb), it follows that 

cosöjCO =i  -J   =   -^(0si"(9;r + <V) + ry(Qcos(Qx + ^t) (21) 

SSE 

^^fWfiv-ri :m 
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When cos 6,(,)<0 (so «ha. |9| (,)|>*/2), Equation (20) is used. If no,, an attenuated versiott of 

Equation (20) is used. The product GA (from Equations 16 and 20 and their reflected versions) 

modniates a si^tal x emitted by ship 1, and fine product GAx, or a slightly modified form of i, 

accounting for "phase jitter," is to be used in the ensning statistical analysis. 

Havmgdetennmedtineappropria,egeomeuica.re.a.i„nshipsg„vemmgmescenario„fFig^ 
2 and having thereby obtained bom the emitter and receiver gains as functions of the basic 

parameters co, r„ o>„ and 6„ the invention next ascertains the transmitting ship position relative to 

fine renewing ship and the transmitting antenna main lobe orientation e,(t). The antenna apertures 

aanda, and fine wavelength X of fine signal are assumed to be know*. Since it is assumed that fine 

transmtttmg ship is moving with a relatively constant velocity over fine time period of interest it is 

approbate to use a steady-state filter as a tracking tool. Thus, fine well-known afi fiher is invoked 

As indicated in Figure 2, there is an initial angnlar orientation 6, of the main lobe of fire 

emrtter's antenna relative to ship 0's X axis.   This angle appears in Equation (21) and must be 

accounted for in some manner. If there is no prior information concerning its value, it may be 

assumed that i, is uniformly distributed over (-,,*). Of course, any distribution tha, is dictated by 

abetterunderstandingofits value could be used instead. For purposes of fine invention i, is assumed 
that 0X is uniformly distributed. 

All r vectors will be related to the fiducial XY flame of reference. In fine simplest case i, can 

be assumed tha, the position vector and antenna orientation of fine antenna aboard ship 1 are 

»dependent Gaussian random quantities trackable using a standard model for a constant velocity 

targetundergomgsHghtchangesmvefeitytarandemwithaconstantangularmtemodel undergoing 
small changes in that rate. 

The appropriate cc,ß filters are represented in mathematical terms below. First of all the 

position vectors are expressed in terms of (X,Y) coordinates by r(t)=(X(t)5 Y(t))'. It is assumedthat 

r(t), for any given t, is a Gaussian random vector with independent components. Tnen, if T is the 

sampling interval, the dynamical system for r(t) in discrete form is 

s((k + 1)7) = Fs{h) + v(k),k z 0, (22) 

10 

ss 



where 

F = (ii) 
!i!). 

(23) 

a direct sum of 2 by 2 matrices and s(t)=     (t)J{(t),Y(t),Y(t) ■ The vector v(k) is a zero-mean, 

Gaussian white-noise sequence with constant covariance matrix 

10 

Q = 

J_j3    J_j-2 
3 2 

_7'2    T 
?1 

3        2 

JLT2   T 
12 

?2 

(24) 

where qbq2>0 are given constants. Thus, E(v(k)v'(j))=Qokj, E being the expectation operator and 

ökj being the Kronecker delta function. Together with Equation (22), the following measurement 

equation is produced, assuming that only position measurements are available: 

where H = 
1000 

0010 

z(k) = Hs(k) + w(k), 

and w(k) is zero-mean Gaussian with E(w(k)w'(j) 

(25) 

a,. 
6kj. The state estimate is then given by 

V 
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s(k+l\k+\) = s(k + l\k) + 

a, 0 

Pi /TO 

0 

0 

a2 

ß2/r 

(26) 

[z(k + \) - z(k+\\k)]. 

The cc,ß values are given by Bar-Shalom and Fortmann (Tracking and Data Association, Academic 

Press, Inc., Boston, 1988, Ch. 2) through the pair of equations 

P ***, 2 

1 - a ■i       a* 

P 

(27a) 

(27b) 

1 -^2ß, + pf/12 + lpy 

= vi,i = 1,2. 

Equation (27b) needs to be solved numerically. The covariance for the state estimate s(k|k), again 

appealing to Bar-Shalom and Fortmann, is give by the constant matrix 

am = 

a, a l"w. 

Pi    2 
y% 

ßv yS 
p, («rß/2)^ 
T2   (1-^)  °W] 

a„a '2   w, 7*    w2 

P2Ö2      ß2 (a2-ß2/2) 2 
T°w2   -L-JL—i—a.. 2 V*2   rg' 

r2 (i-«2) 

(28) 

10 Finally, an a,ß filter is needed for antenna orientation. The following 2 by 2 system of equations can 

be utilized 

sx((k + 1)7) = FlSl(kT) + v^k), (29) 

12 



where 

^i = 

'l   f 

[0   h 
Si(t)=(0(t)5o)(t)), and VjCk) is Gaussian with 0 mean and constant covariance 

Qi = 

J_y3 J.J2 
3 2 

_T2 7^ 
?3" 

(30) 

(31) 

Corresponding to Equation (25), 

Z]{k) = HlSl(k) + w3(k), 
(32) 

where Hj = (1,0) and w^k) is zero-mean Gaussian with 

E(w3(k)w3(j)) = alb^.. 
(33) 

10 To simplify the analysis, 0(t) is replaced by 

6*(0 = 6(0 - Qx, 
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(34) 

15 

so that 6*(0)=0.   In that way, 6*(t) and 6X, the initial offset, are treated as independent random 

variables. Thus, s1(t)=(0*(t),o(t)). Hereafter 6(t) is treated as 6*(t), i.e., the asterisk is dropped. 

For sl5 there exists a state estimation equation parallel to Equation (22), the gain matrix being 

(a3,ß3/T)'. Quantities a3 and ß3 are obtainable by solving Equation (27a) and Equation (27b) for 

i=3. The covariance matrix of interest is 

Cx(k\k) 

cc,o 3   w, 

H3     2 

T     w3 

hi 
T     w3 

ß3((x3 - ß3/2) g2 

r2(i-«3) ^ 

(35) 

13 
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and the state estimate module is 

S^k+ l\k + l) = ^(Jfc + ll*) + ß,/r (z3(* + l) -z3(k + l\k). (36) 

Equations (13) and (15) are now presented in a slightly different way, which will be useful 

in the ensuing analysis. For example, if sin 0O (kT) is to be evaluated, then Equation (13) is just 

where 

sin6 (kT) = X(kT)coso:)kT + Y(kT)smwkT 
r(JcT) 

r(kT) = JX2(kT) + Y2(kT). 

(37) 

Now, 

X(kT) = X(k\k) + ej(Jfc) 

Y(kT) = Y(k\k) + e2(k), (38) 

A A 

where X(k|k) and Y(k|k) are obtainable using Equations (22), (25) and (26). In fact, from Equation 

10        (26), 

X{k\k) = X(k\k -1) + a,(zj(£) -zx(k\k -1)), (39) 

where z,(k) is the measurement of X at time kT and £,(k|k-l) is the estimate of X at time kT 

projected from time (k-l)T. Thus, £,(k|k-l) = X(k|k -1), and, using this fact in Equation (39), 

X(k\k) = axzx(h) + (l-a^^-l), (40) 

15 a convex combination of the predicted measurement at time kT and the measurement itself. Now, 

from Equation (22), 

X(k\k - 1) = X(k - l\k - 1) + TX'ik - l\k-1), (41) 

14 
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A A 

a simple recursion. Given X(0|0) and X'(0,0), Equation (41) can be computed for any k, provided 
A 

that X'(k|k) is known. But, from Equation (26), 

«/ P, (41a) 
X\k\k) = X\k\k -1) + — (z,(*) -zx{k\k -1)) 

= x'(k\k-l) + -^ (*,(*) -1(^-1)), 

A A 
where X'(k|k -1) = X'(k - l|k -1). So the recursion is justified. Similarly, 

Y(k\k) = a2z2(k) + (1 - a2)Y(k\k -1), 

where 

Y(k\k-1) = Y(k-l\k-l) + Tf{k-\\k-l). 

(42) 

(43) 

The above relations may be used in Equation (38). Observe that the errors e, and e2 are 

Gaussian with mean 0 and variance a,o^ and oucd , respectively, as seen from Equation (28). 
12 

10 Next, using Equation (15), it is possible to obtain sin 0,(kT). One has 

. X(kT)cos(Qx+Q(kT)) + Y(kT)Sm(Qx+d(kT)) 
sm^m = 7<jä) • (44) 

Note that, in Equation (44), as opposed to Equation (15), a constant angular rate is not necessarily 

assumed. Now 

Q(kT) = d(k\k) + e3(k), 

A 
15        where 0 (k|k) is obtainable from Equation (36). In fact, 

Q(k\k) = a3z3(k) + (l-aß(k\k-l), 
with 

d(k\k-l) = Q(k-l\k-l) + TB^-l^-l). 

15 

(45) 

(46) 

(47) 
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As before, a parallel recursive scheme is needed for 0'fkll^   Tt ;* nf L   • 
Hnn^ M   r- ^ m-  ft 1S' °f C0UrSe' °btaUiable *™& Equation (36). In fact, 

s'w-e'w-i).^)-^,-,), (48> 

matrix C, given by Equation (35). 

Having de.en.ined s<a,e es.nna.es for ,he ship emitter platform position md fte ^ e 

between .he x, axis and the X axis, apart from the offse. 6„ a composite reeeived signa, mode! can 

now be formed and to firs, two moments ean be fomrd. The onantity a/t) is ft. product of me 

reaver gain and me eminer gain for any ship j, and s/t) is a tan™ ttansmitted wavefoIm &r 

emrtter j. Then the signa. ideally received wonid be a/,) s/f) a, any given time,. If .here are NE 

erm«ersa,togemer,bemeyEMIs„nrcesorn„,,me„uleac.naIreceivedsigna1conIdbemodeledas 

Ä C491 

where „(„ is an ambient white-noise source"(d„e .„ annospheric and o.her effects) which is no. 

corrected with me snm. I« is assumed ma. me noise power EMt))^ is brown. „» me mem 

and vanance of y^t) a, t=kT can be found. Firs, of all, the expected value is given by 

NE 

m(kT) = Eiy^ikT)) = ^ Sj (kT) E (a^kT)). 

Now, assuming that 6X is uniformly distributed on (-i,*), (50) 

Eiaßl) - ± £ £ £ •£ „ (^^^(^(e^o^fc^ (51) 

where, using Equations (28) and (35), 

P^ = ~=e-^2<\ui,3 
(52) 

16 

g«s 
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In Equation (52), of course, the a; and o^ values could vary from one emitter source tQ ^^ 

Also, the expected value of the square of the received signal is needed in order to determine its 
variance. Thus, 

NE     NE 

E(yREc(kT)) = E  E  sßT)^{kT)E{aj{kT)ajl{kT)) + o\ 
y'=l   y'=i (53) 

'NE 

= E sf{kT)E{a2{kT)) + 2   E     sßT)Sj{kT)E{a(kT))E{aJkT)) 
J'1 lij<i'iNE J \<Lj<j'±NE 

2 

The only quantities in (53) which have not yet been determined are the expectations of the squares 

of the gain products. These are obtainable by computing a multiple integral of the same form as 

Equation (51) except for the replacement of 3j(kT) by its square. Having such quantities available, 

the variance of yREC(kT) is obtained as 

<4c = o2{ymc{kT)) = E(y2
mc)(kT) - (E^^kT)))2- (54) 

Integrals such as that shown in Equation (51) could be computed by using Gauss-Hermite quadrature 

formulas (e.g., see Davis, Philip J., Interpolation and Approximation, Blaisdell, New York, 1963, 
Ch. 14). 

Having determined the mean and variance of yREC(kT), its density can be computed under 
a Gaussian assumption as 

pdenikT) =        l        e" &**<&) ~ m{kT)fl2o2
mc . (55) 

\2™REC 

Now that all of these calculations have been performed, it must be determined if a certain ship or 

emitter j0 is an emitter of EM. In order to assess this possibility, let us deduct its effect from the 

composite given in Equation (49) and recompute (50) and (54) on that basis. The results so obtained 

lead to a new density parallel to that given by Equation (55). This new density is identified by 

20        pden,(kT). The following likelihood ratio is now formed: 
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pdenx(kT) (56> 

pden{kT) 

and a decision as to whether or not emitter j0 is a dominant EMI source at time kT is made on the 

basis of whether or not LR(kT) exceeds a certain threshold value, denoted by THR. To determine 

THR, the probability of alleging that emitter j0 is a meaningful contributor to EMI when it is not is 

5        to be bounded by a small quantity e, i.e., a value yCR is located such that 

f°°pden(y)dy < e , 
JycR 

where pden(y) is given by (55) once y^ (kT) is replaced by y, m(kT) and a^c remaining the same, 

since they are the mean and variance appropriate at time t=kT for the original mix. The threshold 

THR is now obtained by substituting yCR for y^kT) in the likelihood ratio. If LR(kT) exceeds 

10        THR, a possible source of EMI is declared. 

The procedure outlined above works well when there is a priori knowledge of just one 

dominant EM source, since a major effect should occur when the right source is deleted from the 

model mix. If it is known that there are two EMI sources, the invention changes Equation (49) by 

deducting pairs of emitter effects from the mix and thence looking at a likelihood ratio paralleling 

15 Equation (56). In this manner, feasible EMI source pairs are procured. Further, by monitoring such 

effects in time, it is much more likely that EMI sources will be ascertained, especially if there are 

significant time-varying effects due to the disturbance. 

In summary, the inventive system uses tracking theory methods to predict the emitter 

positions, emitter pointing directions, and emitter rotation rates based on periodic updates from the 

20        separate signal processing pathway.   The inventive system also utilizes the foregoing statistical 

techniques, based on a correlation of tracking theory methods with receiver video, for the purposes 

of inferring the possible electromagnetic interference sources. 

In more general terms, Figure 3 illustrates the processing flow of the invention. Specifically, 

in Figure 3, item 301 is the initialization of the sampling time loop, i.e., there are NSAM equally- 

25 spaced time points to be considered, and information is to be garnered at each such point in order 

to determine possible sources of electromagnetic interference (EMI) at the given times. 

18 
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In item 302, initial parameters are introduced. They are assumed to be known at the outset 

and are therefore outside of any of the loop structures shown in the flow chart. These parameters 

are: (1) constants q, and c^, both greater than 0, and representing the noise power of an emitter's X 

and Y velocity components, respectively (relative to a fiducial inertial reference system); (2) an 

5 initial estimation vector X(o|o), X'(o,o), Y(o|o), Y'(o,o) for position and velocity; (3) T, the 

sampling time interval; (4) a* and ol , which are measurement noise variances of X and Y emitter 
1 2 

ship coordinates, respectively; (5) o2
w , the measurement noise variance of the emitter antenna 
3 

orientation; (6) constant q,, greater than zero, and representing the noise power of an emitter 

antenna's angular rotation rate; (7) &n, ambient noise power of the received signal; and (8) to, the 

10 receiver's angular rate, a, the receiver's aperture, al5 the emitter's aperture, and X, the emitter's 

wavelength. 

In item 303, a's and ß's are determined, based on Equations (27a) and (27b) for i=l, 2, and 

3. 

In item 304, the time point is updated. From the initialization k=0, it is seen, for example, 

15        that the loop starts with k=l. 

Item 3 05 is a decision block. If k exceeds the number of time sample points, namely NS AM, 

the program stops since all EMI sources have been obtained, recorded as a function of time. 

The stop block is item 306. If k does not exceed NSAM, EMI sources, if any, are to be 

procured at time kT. The first step in determining possible EMI sources is that of obtaining tracking 

20        estimates. Item 307 represents this computation. Here, the r estimate is just (X(k|k), Y(k|k)), as 

given by Equations (40) and (42), respectively, and the main lobe antenna estimate 0 (k|k) is given 

by Equation (46). 

In item 308, the receiver gain G is computed, as given by Equations (16) and (37), using the 

known aperture a, the known wavelength X, the known receiver's angular rate GO, and the estimates 
A A 

25        X(k|k) and Y(k|k). This computation is valid for given selections of position errors e,(k) and e2(k) 

in X and Y, respectively. 

In a similar fashion, in item 309, the emitter gain is obtained. However, in this case, a new 

quantity, namely, the offset angle 0X, appears.   As mentioned previously, in lieu of further 
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knowledge, the offset angle is to be treated as a uniformly distributed random variable over (-n,Tz). 
A 

The emitter gain is given by Equation 20, where use is made of Equation (44). Again, X(k|k) and 

Y(k|k) are needed, and 6(k|k) is also needed, as afforded by Equation (46). Of course, values must 

be assigned to e^k), e^k), and e3(k), e3(k) being given in Equation (45). 

5 In item 310, the two gains are multiplied together. The product represents the joint effect of 

two lobe patterns, one effect being due to energy transmitted toward the receiving ship and the other 

being due to the direction of the receiving antenna at the point in time when the information is 

registered. 

Items 311, 312, and 313 are parallel to one another in that they all relate to calculation of an 

10 error Gaussian density, 311 being that for the X coordinate of the emitter, 312 being that for the Y 

coordinate of the emitter, and 313 being that for the main lobe of the emitter. 

In order to compute expected values of the gain product and its squares, such quantities are 

needed. Therefore, block 314 represents multiplying together the above three densities. Item 315 

illustrates the actual calculation of these expected values. 

15 Computation of the mean and variance of the received signal is representable as a sum of the 

individual signals and ambient noise. To initiate the procedures, the basic signal waveform sn and its 

square s2
n are computed for all of the emitters, l<n<NE (number of emitters). Each emitter n has its 

own wavelength Xn, of course, and so each gain G and each gain A has its own Xn associated with it. 

Item 316 shows the input of sn and s2
D, and item 317 shows the product of items 315 and 316. 

20 If item 317 is summed for 1=1 and 1-2 in turn, in the former instance (1=1), the model expected value 

of the signal received at time kT will be obtained. In the latter instance (1=2), a partial contribution 

to the mean of the square of the received signal at time kT is obtained. The effect of these 

calculations is given in item 318. In fact, for 1=1, item 318 gives the result of Equation (50). 

Item 319 continues the calculation of SUM(2) by adding the ambient noise power r^, which 

25 was an input in item 302. In item 320, the expected value of the received signal is identified as 

SUM(l), and the expected value of its square is completed by adding the sum indicated. The result 

is that of Equation (53). Finally, the variance of the received video is obtained, in the usual way, as 

the difference of the above two quantities. 
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The video actually received from all emitters constitutes item 321 of the flow chart. If a 

Gaussian density for the received video is assumed, then it can now be computed, using items 320 

and 321. That density is given by Equation (55), and item 322 shows the computation. 

The statistical procedure for determining possible EM sources is now initiated by setting J= 1 

5 as item 323. Item 324 identifies that value of J with a possible EMI source. To discover whether 

or not emitter J is an interference source, both the expected value of the received signal and its 

square must reflect that supposition. Thus, item 325 is a computation of both the mean and variance 

of a signal reduced by the effect of emitter J. 

Item 326 is the calculation of a Gaussian probability of the reduced video, and the calculation 

10 parallels that of Equation (55). Using item 322 and item 326, item 327 forms the likelihood ratio 

LR, namely, the ratio of the two densities. 

Now, if source J is really a dominant interferer, it is to be expected that pden^k), the 

distribution for the reduced signal, would be substantially larger than that of the original signal, i.e., 

the revised distribution would be more concentrated and thus more peaked about its mean. 

15 Therefore, one compares LR with a threshold THR, dictated by a tolerable false alarm rate, say 

e=.05 (see Equation (57)). 

Item 328 is a decision block for this comparison. If LR exceeds or equals the threshold, EMI 

is declared for emitter J at time kT. If not, EMI is rejected for that emitter. That is the function of 

items 329 and 330. Regardless of whether or not EMI is asserted, one needs to check the next 

20 emitter for EMI, for certainly there can be more than one EM source. Thus, item 331 increments 

by 1 the value of J so that the next emitter can be checked as a possible interferer. Of course, if there 

are no more sources to be observed at time kT, then the next time sample point k should be tested 

for EM. 

Item 332 is a decision block. When J exceeds the number of emitters, NE, one proceeds to 

25 item 304 to increment the time counter. If J does not exceed the number of emitters, one goes to 

item 324 to check the next possible EMI source at time kT. 

Thus, the radar system control unit 105 receives information from each statistical unit 

regarding the inferred sources of interference and makes appropriate adjustments, such as changing 
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the operating frequencies of different radar units, in order to eliminate any actual or potential 

interference. 

The conventional systems eliminate direct interference among closely spaced radar units. 

The present invention goes beyond such conventional systems and prevents interference of a lower 

5 magnitude. Since the present invention performs a statistical analysis of a broader bandwidth of 

frequencies, it can detect interference from more distant radar emitters that are operating at very 

close frequencies. Therefore, the present invention eliminates interference even before it is noticed 

by the operator and eliminates interference generated by other emitters which is normally perceived 

as a lack of resolution or background noise instead of actual emitter produced interference. 

10 While the invention has been described in terms of a single preferred embodiment, those 

skilled in the art will recognize that the invention can be practiced with modification.; 
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STATISTICAL INFERENCE OF ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE 

SOURCES BASED ON A PRIORI KNOWLEDGE 

OF SOURCE AND RECEIVER PARAMETERS 

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

5 A transceiver system comprises transceivers and a controUer in communication with the 

transceivers. Each of the transceiver, comprises an emiher, a receiver operative* connected* the 

emrher.aprimarydatapamoperative.ycomrectedtothereceiver.asecondarydampamoperarivelv 
connected* the receiver, a statistical unit „peratively connected to the secondary datapathand me 

controfier and a display device operatively connected to me primary data path. The co„tr„„er 

determines relative positions of the transceivers, and the statistical unit infers characteristics of the 

tianscerveraormsaeompositereceivedsi^modelforallofmetrartsceiversbasedoumerelative 
posrtions and the characteristics, computes an electromagnetic interference Ukelihood value for a 

transceiver of me transceivers and identifies whether the transceiver is a source of electromagnetic 

mterference by determining whether «he electromagnetic interference likelihood value of tire 
15        transceiver exceeds a threshold value. 
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